DVUSD Pathways
Pathways Spring 2

Pathways@Deer Valley High School
June 2021, DVUSD Pathways will land on the Deer Valley High School campus! Our first summer
school at Deer Valley High School will be a modified course offering schedule of five classes per block.
Two and a half years of building the foundation while becoming a part of the community
consciousness, has enabled this new chapter to meet the increased need of student educational
options.
Our teaching team at Deer Valley High School is a mixture of tenured and new Pathways team
members. Eli Lopez, Craig Foster, Basilio Lopez, Catherine Boland, David Mohler, Bobby Green, Candice
Roa, and Lydia Samson are returning. Haley Moore will join the team for her first session.

Honors Course Offerings - May 2021
On May 24, 2021, Pathways welcomed students to our Algebra 1-2
and Geometry 1-2, Honors course offerings. This group of students
is a mixture of middle school and high school students. Thirty-eight
students have joined the Geometry 1-2, Honors course with David
Mohler guiding students through the curriculum. Algebra 1-2,
Honors, led by Kyle Martin, boasts a roster of sixteen.

AP Calculus Test Prep & Review
Spring 2 brought an AP Calculus Test Prep & Review course offering.
This course suggestion was brought to Pathways by Jeff Williams,
Mathematics Sandra Day O'Connor High School.
Mountain Ridge Department Chair, Mr. Drew Tutt, led this classroom with
resounding results! Here is a sample of our student feedback:
"Mr. Tutt made sure to go over every concept, and made sure that we all
understood what was going on. He was able to explain and elaborate on any problem that we thought
was challenging. He also used material that would replicate what would appear on the AP exam so we
would all be exposed to how they would look like."

"Mr. Tutt, he explains each topic thoroughly and makes sure we understand concepts forwards and
backwards. he's very positive and reinforces our learning with encouragement."
"Mr. Tutt is an amazing teacher because his way of communicating and helping students understand
the content, is different to other teachers. He makes it so that we can ask questions and his
explanations are very helpful. He also knows exactly how the AP exam structures questions, and is
very understanding about things we need to learn and personal goals we may have.

English Language Arts 8
Mrs. Kelly's students read The Nostalgist during Spring 2. Students
gathered textual information using a graphic organizer. Topics
included symbols, motifs, thesis, and questions to consider from
text.
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DVUSD Pathways Website Face Lift
Basilio Lopez agreed to work with the Administrative team at Pathways and provide a "new" look to
the Pathways' website. Mr. Lopez created a location that is visually pleasing, organized, and easy to
navigate for stakeholders. Mr. Lopez has offered his assistance moving forward creating and
maintaining website information along with training. Well done!

Social Emotional Learning

Deborah Johnson led our spring sessions with SEL Exit Tickets. These tickets, created by Mrs.
Johnson, were developed using district provided resources and consisted of 15- 20 minute minilessons.
Each SEL exit ticket contained a student learning objective to provide purpose for each lesson.
Lessons addressed Ted Talks, Growth Mindset strategies, Goal-setting strategies, Poetry, and
Illustrated Fables.
For each lesson, students read a short intro to the lesson, discussed the core objectives, and then
either wrote poems, created a cooperative mural, selected images to symbolize their learning, and/or
journaled.
Going one step further, the exit tickets and materials were shared with Pathways' teachers to ensure a
positive student experience utilizing the Social Emotional content.

New to DVUSD Pathways
Christine Clarkson, Mathematics teacher, joined our team this enrollment
session from Sunset Ridge School. Mrs. Clarkson led our Geometry 1 or
2 course offered at Boulder Creek High School. Mrs. Clarkson was able
to build student relationships quickly, create a welcoming classroom,
and move students towards success. Mrs. Clarkson will be joining the
Boulder Creek Mathematics department for the 2021-2022 school year!

Student Of the Week - Spring 2
Congratulations for going that extra mile! Cory Schwoerer, Jazmine
Lopez Cervantes, Davis Emerson, Adelie Craner, Ysabel Cates,
Morgan Hester, Alexis Arambula, Jathziri Diaz, Gabriella Campbell,
Onjanae Hall, David Jones, Joshua Montague, Christian Vehslage,
Ethan Letterly, Michaela Berenda, Samuel Preciado, Preston Kriz,
Peyto Dick, Samuel Preciado, Aneta Hadidomova,

June 1, Summer School begins
June 25, Final Exams
June 25, Summer School Last Day
July 13, Open Enrollment Pathways Fall 1

